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TransverseL polarization in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
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Following a previous description ofL and L̄ polarization in unpolarizedp-p interactions, within a pertur-
bative QCD factorization scheme with new polarizing fragmentation functions, here we investigate the trans-

verse polarization ofL ’s andL̄ ’s produced in semi-inclusive DIS. Analytical expressions for both neutral and
charged current exchange are given. Since quantitative predictions cannot be given at this stage and the
comparison with existing data is not yet significant, we present the general formalism and a qualitative analysis

displaying generic features of theL andL̄ polarization for specific scenarios. Different kinematical situations
are considered, corresponding to experiments currently able to studyL production in semi-inclusive DIS.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.65.114014 PACS number~s!: 13.88.1e, 13.15.1g, 13.60.2r, 13.85.Ni
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transverse hyperon polarization in high energy, unpo
ized hadron-hadron collisions has formed a long-stand
challenge for theoretical models of hadronic reactions@1,2#.
The straightforward application of perturbative QCD a
collinear factorization in the study of these observables is
successful, since the transverse polarization generated pe
batively in the partonic cross section would be proportio

to asmq /Aŝ, which cannot be responsible for hyperon pol
izations which may reach well over 20%.

Therefore, we have recently proposed a new approach@3#
to this problem based on perturbative QCD~PQCD! and its
factorization theorems, and which includes polarization a
intrinsic transverse momentum,k' , effects. It requires the
introduction of a new type of leading twist fragmentatio
function ~FF!, one which is polarization andk' dependent,
the so-called polarizing FF@3,4#.

Ideally, our approach could be tested by first extract
these new functions by fitting some available experimen
data, and then using the same functions to give consis
predictions for other processes. The problem with suc
procedure is the actual availability of experimental data
kinematical regions appropriate to the application of o
scheme, which requires a high center of mass energy
high transverse momentump

T
of the produced hyperon.

In Ref. @3# we usedp-p and p-Be data in the rangep
T

.1 –3 GeV/c ~andAs.25–60 GeV) to gain knowledge o
the polarizing FF; we assumed this to be data resulting fr
a current quark fragmentation, ignoring possible target fr
mentation mechanisms. However, this turns out to be a q
tionable assumption: a preliminary study of the unpolariz
cross section—at least in the kinematical region where b
polarization and cross-section data are available~which is
only a subset of the total region where data onL polarization
have been published and used!—shows that the formalism
employed in our paper@3# results in at most a few percents
the experimental values. This casts doubt on the obta
0556-2821/2002/65~11!/114014~11!/$20.00 65 1140
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polarizing FF, which, although they are reasonable in sh

and magnitude and describe theL and L̄ polarization quite
well, should not be used to make predictions. All this
currently under further investigation and a full assessm
will be published elsewhere.

In this paper we study transverseL polarization,PT
L , in

unpolarized semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering~SIDIS!,
lp→ l 8L↑X. At present there exists only one small set
SIDIS data~from the NOMAD experiment@5,6#! to compare
with, but the kinematics and statistics are such that any c
parison would be inconclusive. Other data will become av
able in the near future~HERMES, COMPASS!. We develop
a full consistent formalism to compute and evaluatePT

L , but,
according to the above considerations, instead of using
functions obtained from Ref.@3# to give predictions, we shal
only use those results as a basis for selecting different m
els for the polarizing FF. This will be discussed extensive
below.

A similar approach based on new polarization a
k'-dependent functions has already been applied to the s
of transverse single spin asymmetries in inclusive part
production at largexF and medium to largepT @7#. In this
case the new leading twist functions are called the Siv
distribution function@8# and the Collins fragmentation func
tion @9#. Also here future data are awaited to further test
description of the asymmetries in terms of those functio
But also for pion or photon production, PQCD calculatio
for the unpolarized cross sections can be a factor 100 sm
than data@10–13#, even in the central rapidity region and
large pT values; in those cases the discrepancy can be
plained by the introduction ofk' effects in thedistribution
functions: these give a large, spin-independent, enhan
factor, which brings the cross sections in agreement w
data. Such factors would not alter the calculation of theL
polarization, as they cancel in the ratio of cross sectio
However, it is too early to draw a definite conclusion, and
more detailed study is in progress.

It should also be mentioned that there is an alterna
©2002 The American Physical Society14-1
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approach based on perturbative QCD and its factoriza
theorems, namely the inclusion of higher twist functions
the type investigated by Qiu and Sterman@14# ~see also@15#
for an earlier, related study and@16# for a comprehensive
review paper!. These so-called soft gluon pole function
were applied to single spin asymmetries in prompt pho
production@14,17#, in the Drell-Yan process@18–20#, and in
pion production@21–23#. This method has also been applie
to transversely polarizedL production in electron-positron
annihilation @24# and recently in hadron-hadron scatteri
@25#. The latter study closely resembles our study of tra
versely polarizedL production using the polarizing FF and
is not excluded that there might be a connection between
two approaches~for indications, see@19,26#!.

The process we are looking at islp→ l 8LX, where theL
in general has a transverse momentum compared to the
ton scattering plane. This transverse momentum is assu
to be much smaller than the hard scaleQ and allows one to
become sensitive to the transverse momentum dependen
the fragmentation function. Strictly speaking no factorizati
theorem has been proven for this particular situation. Bu
explained in Ref.@9# one expects a generalized factorizati
theorem to hold here, similarly to the case ofe1e2

→h1h2X ~in a sense the crossed channel! where hadronsh1
and h2 are in opposite back-to-back jets. These hadr
themselves are nearly, but in general not exactly, back
back, giving rise to a dependence on transverse momen
in the fragmentation functions. For this process the factor
tion theorem has been proven rigorously@27#.

The main difference between this generalized factori
tion theorem and the usual collinear factorization theorem
the appearance of so-called Sudakov factors. These fa
appear naturally since fixed order perturbation theory is
expected to give a proper description of the cross sectio
small pT . Resummation of large logarithms then gives r
to these Sudakov factors~which are spin independent!. In
practice, this resummation has the effect of broadening
lowering the transverse-momentum-distribution and, a
consequence, transverse momentum dependent asymm
@28#. At the moderateQ2 values we are considering, the e
fect of resumming such Sudakov logarithms is expected
to be important~the numerical study in Ref.@28# supports
this expectation! and its effect on the averagek' should be
moderate as well. Moreover, the Gaussian distributions
ployed in the present paper can effectively describe
broadening of a resummed distribution~an issue also dis
cussed in Ref.@29#!; therefore, we will not include such
refinement here. However, should future data require
higher averagek' than a fit top-p data suggests, then such
resummation is most likely an important contribution. In t
p-p case@3# no large logarithm resummation aspects we
considered, since the explicitk' distribution is less importan
~due to the largepT), hence the use of a distribution high
peaked around the averagek' suffices.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we w
discuss the details of the polarizing fragmentation functio
and recall our approach forpp→L↑X in order to set the
notation. In Sec. III we will elaborate on a Gaussian mo
for the k' dependence of the fragmentation functions and
11401
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Sec. IV we present our study of various electroweak SID
processes, where analytical expressions for both neutral
charged current exchange are given~this is done more com-
pletely in the Appendix!.

In Sec. V we present some numerical results; since qu
titative predictions cannot be made at this stage and comp
son with existing data is not yet significant, we select sim
scenarios for the polarizing FF and present a qualita

analysis displaying generic features ofL andL̄ polarization.
Different kinematical situations are considered, correspo
ing to experiments currently able to studyL production in
SIDIS, i.e., NOMAD, HERMES, COMPASS, and E665.

II. POLARIZING FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS

The main idea behind the polarizing FF is that a tra
versely polarized hyperon can result from the fragmentat
of an unpolarizedquark, as long as the hyperon has a no
zero transverse momentum compared to the quark~otherwise
it would violate rotational invariance!. This effect need not
be suppressed by inverse powers of a large energy s
such as the center of mass energyAs in p-p scattering or the
momentum transferQ in SIDIS. Actually, inp-p scattering it
appears with an inverse power of the transverse momen
pT of the hyperon, which should be large enough for fact
ization to hold, but in practice is still much smaller thanAs.

In order to be able to apply a factorization theorem to
processpp→LX, one has to require that bothAs ~the over-
all c.m. energy! and pT ~the magnitude of the transvers
momentum of the detected hadron in thep-p c.m. frame! are
large. Such a configuration originates from a large mom
tum transfer in the partonic interactions, so that perturba
calculations are justified. In semi-inclusive DIS process
lp→ l 8LX, one only needs to require the momentum trans
Q to be large. Our results will be given in the virtual photo
~or vector boson!-p c.m. frame, andpT is measured relatively
to this direction; neglecting intrinsic motion in the incomin
proton, in this framepT coincides with the hadron intrinsic
k' , so that it can be small and one becomes sensitive to
precisek' dependence of the polarizing FF. Therefore,
contrast to Ref.@3#, where thepT dependence of the observ
able was sufficiently described by evaluation of the polar
ing FF at aneffective, averagek'

0 (z), here we will assume an
explicit Gaussiank' dependence of the polarizing FF~cf. the
next section for details!. This will allow us to investigate
lp→ l 8L↑X for small ~and in principle, after including hard
perturbative corrections, also large! pT . An important point
is that one should restrict to the current fragmentation reg
i.e., xF.0 ~many models for the target fragmentation regi
exist, but we cannot compare our approach to those mod
because they are simply not addressing the high energy Q
aspect of polarizedL production!.

In order to set the notation we recall that in our approa
for the p p→L↑X case, the transverse hyperon polarizati
in unpolarized hadronic reactions at largepT can be written
as follows@3#:
4-2
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PT
L~xF ,pT!5

dspp→L↑X2dspp→L↓X

dspp→L↑X1dspp→L↓X

5
( E dxadxbE d2k' f a/p~xa! f b/p~xb!dŝ~xa ,xb ;k'!DNDL↑/c~z,k'!

( E dxadxbE d2k' f a/p~xa! f b/p~xb!dŝ~xa ,xb ;k'!D̂L/c~z,k'!

, ~1!
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wheref a/p(xa) and f b/p(xb) are the usual unpolarized parto
densities;dŝ(xa ,xb ;k') describes the lowest order parton
cross section with the inclusion ofk' effects; the( takes
into account all possible elementary interactions;D̂L/c(z,k')
andDNDL↑/c(z,k') are, respectively, the unpolarized and t
polarizing FF@3,4# for the processc→L1X. The polarizing
FF is defined as

DNDh↑/a~z,k'![D̂h↑/a~z,k'!2D̂h↓/a~z,k'!

5D̂h↑/a~z,k'!2D̂h↑/a~z,2k'!, ~2!

and denotes the difference between the density num
D̂h↑/a(z,k') and D̂h↓/a(z, k') of spin-1/2 hadronsh, with
longitudinal momentum fractionz, transverse momentumk'

and transverse polarization↑ or ↓, inside a jet originated
from the fragmentation of an unpolarized partona. From the
above definition it is clear that thek' integral of the function
vanishes and that, due to parity invariance, the function it
vanishes in case the transverse momentum and trans
spin are parallel. Conversely, one can write

D̂h↑/q~z,k'!5
1

2
D̂h/q~z,k'!

1
1

2
DNDh↑/q~z,k'!

P̂h•~pq3k'!

upq3k'u
~3!

for an unpolarized quark with momentumpq which frag-
ments into a spin-1/2 hadronh with momentumph5zpq

1k' (pq•k'50) and polarization vector along the↑5P̂h

direction; D̂h/q(z,k')5D̂h↑/q(z,k')1D̂h↓/q(z,k') is the
k'-dependent unpolarized fragmentation function, wherek'

5uk'u. The variablez, in the kinematical region considere
in Ref. @3#, is very close to the light-cone variablej
5ph

1/pq
1 .

Throughout the paper we will adopt also the followin
notation:

DNDh↑/q~z,k'![DNDh↑/q~z,k'!
P̂h•~pq3k'!

upq3k'u

5DNDh↑/q~z,k'!sinf, ~4!

where f is the angle betweenk' and Ph , which, in our
configuration~as explained later!, is the difference between
the azimuthal angles ofPh andk' , f5fPh

2fk'
.

11401
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Equation~1! is based on some simplifying assumptio
~for a detailed discussion we refer to@3#!: ~1! The L polar-
ization is assumed to be generated in the fragmentation
cess;~2! The intrinsic k' effects in the unpolarized initia
nucleons are neglected;~3! The L FF’s also includeL ’s
coming from decays of other hyperon resonances. We
make these same assumptions in the present SIDIS stud

Determining the overall sign of theL polarization is im-
portant, hence we will specify the frame of choice whene
appropriate. In this respect, we would like to add this info
mation to Eq.~4! of Ref. @3#, which gives the relation be
tween the functionD1T

' defined in@4# andDNDh↑/a as will be
used in the present paper; in terms of the anglef defined in
Eq. ~4! the exact relation is

DNDh↑/a~z,k'!522
k'

zMh
sinfD1T

' ~z,k'!. ~5!

We would also like to note that since the polarizing FF a
chiral-even functions, as opposed to the Collins FF for
stance, the observable of interest here—transverseL polar-
ization in SIDIS—is independent of the lepton scatteri
plane. In other words, theL polarization does not average t
zero when one integrates over all directions of the ba
scattered lepton. This fact allows one to study the neu
current processnp→nL↑X. Also, because we are dealin
with chiral-even functions, charged current exchan
processes—which select fixed helicities—may give acces
them, in contrast to the case of chiral-odd functions.

III. A GAUSSIAN MODEL FOR k�-DEPENDENT
FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS

The goal of this paper is to give a well defined formalis
to compute the transverseL, L̄ polarization in unpolarized
semi-inclusive DIS and to present some qualitative and
neric numerical results. As a first approach, we will take in
account only leading twist~in the 1/Q power expansion! and
leading order~in the coupling constant power expansio!
contributions, looking at the process in the virtual boso
target nucleon c.m. reference frame~VN frame!. Under these
conditions the elementary virtual boson-quark scattering
collinear ~and along the direction of motion of the virtua
boson! and the transverse momentum of the final had
with respect to the fragmenting quark,k' , coincides with the
hadron transverse momentum,pT , as measured in the VN
frame. Therefore, to study thelp→ l 8L↑X process and its
4-3
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dependence on the observed hadronic variables, a com
knowledge of thek' dependence of the~unpolarized and
polarizing! fragmentation functions is required. To this en
we will consider a Gaussian model for the explicitk' depen-
dence of our FF. By imposing proper constraints on the
larizing fragmentation functionDNDL↑/q(z,k'), we get an
explicit Gaussian model for the FF, which enables us to
vestigate several interesting processes in the case of SI
This procedure is described in detail in what follows.

For simplicity, we assume that thek' dependence of the
FF is the same for all flavors of the fragmenting quark
choice which remains to be tested but that seems quite
sonable. We then write the unpolarized and polarizing FF
the q→L1X process in the following general form:

D̂L/q~z,k'!5D̂L/q~z,k'!

5
d~z!

M2
expF2

k'
2

M2f ~z!
G , ~6!

DNDL↑/q~z,k'!5
d~z!

M2

k'

M
expF2

k'
2

M2w~z!
G , ~7!

whereM51 GeV/c is a typical hadronic momentum sca
and f (z), w(z) are generic functions ofz, which we choose
to be of the formNza(12z)b. This simple behavior naturally
allows us to take into account some general features of
k' dependence of the FF; the fast exponential decreas
lows us to formally extend the integration region to the f
range 0,k',1` ~rather than to a typical intrinsick'

range! making all analytical computations much easier, w
negligible numerical differences.

Equations~6! and ~7! must satisfy the positivity bound

uDNDL↑/q~z,k'!u

D̂L/q~z,k'!
5

ud~z!u
d~z!

k'

M
expF2

k'
2

M2 S 1

w
2

1

f D G
<1, ~8!

which, with w(z)5r f (z), implies r ,1 and

ud~z!u
d~z!

<F 2 e

f ~z!

12r

r G1/2

, ~9!

in order for Eq.~8! to hold true for each value ofz andk' .
It is easily verified that the functionsd(z), f (z) in Eq. ~6!

are simply related to the usual, unpolarized andk'-integrated
FF and to the hadron mean squared transverse mome
inside the observed fragmentation jet,^k'

2 (z)&:

DL/q~z!5E d2k'D̂L/q~z,k'!5pd~z! f ~z!, ~10!

^k'
2 ~z!&5

E d2k'k'
2 D̂L/q~z,k'!

E d2k'D̂L/q~z,k'!

5M2f ~z!, ~11!
11401
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so that

d~z!5M2
DL/q~z!

p^k'
2 ~z!&

, f ~z!5
^k'

2 ~z!&

M2
• ~12!

At present some experimental information on^k'
2 (z)& is

available for pions but not yet forL particles. However,
several experiments, in different kinematical configuratio
are studying or plan to studyL production in SIDIS and
could give information on this observable.

To obey Eq.~9! in a most natural and simple way we ca
write

d~z!

M3
5FNq

za~12z!b

aabb/~a1b!(a1b)G DL/q~z!

p@^k'
2 ~z!&#3/2

3@2e~12r !/r #1/2 ~13!

with a,b.0, uNqu<1.
In this approachd(z) is an unknown function dependin

on the parametersa, b, Nq , andr, while w(z) is fixed byr,
if we assume to know the functions^k'

2 (z)& andDL/q .
If one were to demand consistency with the results of R

@3# d(z) andw(z) could be fixed, allowing one to give pre
dictions for PT

L in SIDIS. However, in the Introduction we
have already expressed the problems of such an appr
and we will not pursue this here.

Instead we will present the analytical formalism, which
meaningful and valid in the appropriate regions, and sh
some numerical results for different choices ofNq ,a,b,r
based on some of the qualitative features obtained from
earlier analysis of hadronic data and where we choose
expression of̂ k'

2 (z)& valid for pions at LEP energies.
Collecting all results, we can finally give explicitz and

k'-dependent expressions for the unpolarized and polariz
FF which we will use to investigate the consequences of
analytical expressions given in Sec. IV:

D̂L/q~z,k'!5
DL/q~z!

p^k'
2 ~z!&

expF2
k'

2

^k'
2 ~z!&

G , ~14!

DNDL↑/q~z,k'!5
d~z!

M2

k'

M
expF2

k'
2

r ^k'
2 ~z!&

G , ~15!

with d(z) taken as in Eq.~13!.

IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

In this section we present the analytical expressions—
terms of the polarizing FF—for the transverseL, L̄ polar-
ization in semi-inclusive DIS, both for neutral and charg
current interaction. Electroweak interference effects will
neglected, since they are hardly accessible by presen
near-future experiments, at least in this context. We will a
ply the obtained expressions using different scenarios for
polarizing FF, but we expect them to be useful in the futu
when either relevant SIDIS data are available or the pola
4-4
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TRANSVERSEL POLARIZATION IN SEMI-INCLUSIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114014
ing FF have been extracted from other processes.
We give the expression of the polarization as a function

the usual DIS variables,x5Q2/2p•q, y5p•q/p• l , and zh
5p•ph /p•q, where l, p, q, ph are the 4-momenta of th
initial lepton, the proton, the virtual boson and the observ
hadron, respectively. Notice that for SIDIS processes in
VN frame zh coincides with the light-cone variablej
5ph

1/pq
1 , wherepq is the four-momentum of the fragmen

ing quark,pq5(W/2)(1,0,0,1) andW5@(12x) ys#1/2 is the
total energy in the VN frame. When appropriate, the obse
ables will be averaged over the kinematical range of the v
ables effectively covered by the particular experimental s
ation considered.

As already discussed, we will present our results in
virtual boson-proton c.m. reference frame~VN frame!. More
specifically, we take theẑ axis of our frame along the direc
tion of motion of the exchanged virtual boson; thex̂ axis is
chosen along the transverse momentumpT of the observed
hadron with respect to theẑ axis. Since at leading twist an
leading order the fragmenting quark moves collinearly to
virtual boson,pT coincides with the hadron transverse m
mentum with respect to the fragmenting quark,k' . In this
configuration, the transverse~with respect to the hadron pro
duction plane! polarization is measured along the1 ŷ axis,
and the angle between the hadron intrinsic transverse
mentum and its polarization is fixed,f5p/2. For further
clarity we show in Fig. 1 our kinematical configuration: th
up and down arrows show explicitly the direction ofpositive
polarization forL ’s produced in the four quadrants.

The transverseL polarization is given by

PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!5

dsL↑
2dsL↓

dsL↑
1dsL↓ , ~16!

with

dsL↑(↓)
5

ds lp→ l 8L↑(↓)X

dxdydzhd2pT

5(
i , j

f qi /p~x!
dŝ lqi→ l 8qj

dy
D̂L↑(↓)/qj

~zh ,pT!, ~17!

FIG. 1. Kinematical representation of the semi-inclusive had
production process, as viewed in the virtual boson-target pro

c.m. reference frame~VN frame!. The ẑ axis is taken along the

virtual boson direction of motion; thex̂ axis is along the direction

of the hadron transverse momentum,pT[k' ; the ŷ axis is chosen
to form a right-handed frame. The direction ofpositive transverse
~with respect to the production plane! polarizationPT , in the four
quadrants, is shown explicitly by the arrows.
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where D̂L↑(↓)/q is defined by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, with sinf5
1(2)1; i, j indicate different quark flavors and the sum i
cludes both quark and antiquark contributions; (l ,l 8) stands

for ( l 7,l 7), (n,n), (n̄,n̄) ~NC contributions! and (n,l 2),

( n̄,l 1), (l 2,n), (l 1,n̄) ~CC contributions!; in the NC case

the partonic cross sectionsdŝ lqi→ l 8qj /dy include ad i j term.
Analytical expressions for the polarization can be deriv

from Eqs.~16! and~17! by inserting the explicit formulas o
the elementary cross sections; the results are formally v
similar to the ones presented in the case of longitudinal h
ron polarization~with unpolarized initial target! in Ref. @30#.
Clearly, some appropriate modifications have to be p
formed in order to adapt those results to the case of tra
verse polarization, with the inclusion ofk' effects. In par-
ticular, k'-integrated and longitudinally polarized FF
DDL/q(zh), must be substituted by the corresponding pol
izing FF,DNDL↑/q(zh ,k'). Furthermore, the sign of some o
the terms in the numerator of the polarization changes fr
negative to positive, a fact which can be understood b
careful inspection of the formulas derived in Ref.@30#. The
complete formulas can also be obtained from Ref.@31# by
expressing the functionD1T

' in terms ofDNDL↑/q using Eq.
~5!.

We list the full results for the transverseL and L̄ polar-
ization, only neglecting electroweak interference effects,
the Appendix. In some cases the full expressions are q
involved and not too informative. In this section we prese
and discuss, for the processes of phenomenological inte
approximate expressions which are valid with high accur
for L particles and are much simpler. These expressions
obtained by neglecting terms containing nonleading qu
contributions both in the partonic distributions and fragme
tation functions. Isospin symmetry is assumed to hold, tha
we take (DN)DL/d5(DN)DL/u .

A similar argument holds also for theL̄ case, at least in
the regionzh.0.2, where nonleading~or sea! quark contri-

butions to the FF are relatively small. However, since theL̄
case always involves at the same time contributions of

type q (DN)DL/q̄ and q̄ (DN)DL/q , with combined sea and
valence contributions, these approximations should be ta
with more care, also depending on the different ranges of
SIDIS variablesx, y, andzh .

Notice finally that, both in the Appendix and in the fo
lowing simplified expressions, some factors resulting fro
the elementary partonic cross sections have canceled o
the numerator and the denominator of the polarization. W
averaging the polarization over some kinematical ran
those factors must, of course, be taken into account.

We consider separately different processes.

A. lÂp\ lÂL_X

This case is of interest for several experimental setu
e.g., HERMES, H1, and ZEUS at DESY, COMPASS
CERN, E665 at SLAC. One gets

n
n
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PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!5

(
q

eq
2f q/p~x!@dŝ lq/dy#DNDL↑/q~zh ,pT!

(
q

eq
2f q/p~x!@dŝ lq/dy#D̂L/q~zh ,pT!

.
~4u1d!DNDL↑/u1sDNDL↑/s

~4u1d!D̂L/u1sD̂L/s

, ~18!

where in the second line, as discussed above, we have
glected nonleading, doubly suppressed, contributions, o
nating from sea quarks both in distribution and fragmen
tion functions; we have switched to the notationf q/p(x)
→q(x) and have assumed isospin symmetry to hold, tha
D̂L/d[D̂L/u , and similarly for the polarizing fragmentatio
functions.

The full expressions of the Appendix show that a simi
simplified expression holds also for thel 7p→ l 7L̄↑X pro-
11401
e-
i-
-

is

r

cesses, with the exchangeq(x)↔q̄(x) ~which may imply
different cancellation effects between theu, d, ands polariz-
ing FF in the numerator! and with some additional terms i
the denominator coming from nonleading quark contrib
tions to the unpolarized FF~which in turn may imply a stron-
ger overall suppression factor as compared to theL case!.

B. np\nL_X

This process is of interest for the planned neutrino fac
ries @32,33#, and is currently under investigation by the NO
MAD Collaboration at CERN. Since there is no measu
ment of the final lepton here, care must be taken in
definition of the appropriate kinematical range, which mu
exclude regions where our perturbative approach is unr
able ~low Q2 and W2 regimes, etc.!. The full expression of
PT

L is cumbersome; we give here the much simpler expr
sion found when nonleading quark contributions are
glected:
ce

, which

blished

ds to a

A,
PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!.

@u~128C!1d~124C!#DNDL↑/u1s~124C!DNDL↑/s

@u~128C!1d~124C!#D̂L/u1s~124C!D̂L/s

5
~Ku1d!DNDL↑/u1sDNDL↑/s

~Ku1d!D̂L/u1sD̂L/s

, ~19!

whereC5sin2uW/3.0.077,K5(128C)/(124C).0.55 and terms quadratic inC, which only introduce a weak dependen
on y into K, have also been neglected.

An analogous expression holds forn̄p→ n̄L↑X processes, with a factorK ranging now between 0.78 and 4 fory50 and
y51, respectively. Again, similar expressions hold also fornp→nL̄↑X andn̄p→ n̄L̄↑X cases, with the exchangeq(x)↔q̄(x)
and with some additional terms in the denominator coming from nonleading quark contributions to the unpolarized FF
must be taken into account.

C. np\ lÀL_X

This case is again of interest for neutrino factories and for the NOMAD experiment, which quite recently has pu
results forL and L̄ polarization@5,6#. One finds

PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!5

~d1Rs!DNDL↑/u1ū~DNDL↑/d̄1RDNDL↑/ s̄!~12y!2

~d1Rs!D̂L/u1ū~D̂L/d̄1RD̂L/ s̄!~12y!2
, ~20!

whereR5tan2uC.0.056. Notice that neglecting sea-quark contributions in the partonic distributions and in the FF lea
remarkably simple expression, which gives direct access to the polarizing FF foru quarks:

PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!.

DNDL↑/u

D̂L/u

. ~21!

The same expression is true for the casel 1p→ n̄L↑X, which may be of interest for the H1 and ZEUS experiments at HER
for COMPASS at CERN, and E665 at SLAC.

Similar expressions also hold for the processesn̄p→ l 1L̄↑X and l 2p→nL̄↑X again with some additional terms~different
in the two cases! in the denominators coming from the nonleading quark contributions to the unpolarized FF.
4-6
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D. n̄p\ l¿L_X

This case is very close to the previous one, with obvious modifications:

PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!5

~12y!2u~DNDL↑/d1RDNDL↑/s!1~ d̄1Rs̄!DNDL↑/ū

~12y!2u~D̂L/d1RD̂L/s!1~ d̄1Rs̄!D̂L/ū

. ~22!
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Again, when sea-quark contributions are neglected and i
pin symmetry is invoked, we find the very simple express

PT
L~x,y,zh ,pT!.

DNDL↑/u1RDNDL↑/s

D̂L/u1RD̂L/s

. ~23!

The same expression holds for thel 2p→nL↑X case. Once
more, similar expressions also hold for the processesnp

→ l 2L̄↑X andl 1p→ n̄L̄↑X apart from some additional term
~again different in the two cases! in the denominators coming
from the nonleading quark contributions to the unpolariz
FF.

The above results, Eqs.~18!–~23!, relate measurable po
larizations to different combinations of~known! distribution
functions,~less known! unpolarized fragmentation functions
and ~unknown! polarizing fragmentation functions; the di
ferent terms have relative coefficients which depend on
dynamics of the elementary partonic process and/or on
relevance ofs quark contributions in the partonic distributio
functions~the latter can be modulated according to the s
cific x region explored!.

This large variety of possibilities gives a good opportun
to investigate and test the relevant properties of the unpo
ized and polarizingL FF, by measuring the hyperon tran
verse polarization. In some special cases, Eq.~21!, experi-
ment offers direct information on these new functions.

V. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES

We derive some numerical results forPT
L andPT

L̄ , accord-
ing to a few plausible scenarios for the fragmentation fu
tions given in Eqs.~14! and ~15!. In the numerical calcula-
tions we have utilized the full expressions of the polarizat
given in the Appendix, with the only simplification
DNDL↑/q̄50: these full expressions differ from the approx
mated ones~18!–~23! by extra terms in the denominato
which, as we have explicitly checked, give negligible con
butions to the numerical results presented here.

Let us consider the parametersa,b,Nq , andr appearing
in Eqs.~15! and~13!, and their possible values. Looking on
qualitatively at the data on transverseL polarization in had-
ronic reactions we expect the following general features:~1!
Negative contributions from up and down quarks (Nu,d
,0) and positive from strange quarks (Ns.0) in order to
11401
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havePL,0 andPL̄.0;1 based on this one expects theL
polarization in semi-inclusive DIS, where theu quark contri-
bution is enhanced by the charge, to be negative.~2! A po-
larizing FF peaked at largez to explain the increase in mag
nitude of the polarization withxF at fixedpT @thus implying
large values ofa, while b.O(1)#. ~3! A Gaussian shape
similar for unpolarized and polarizing FF to explain the lar
values of the polarization@which meansr .O(1)#.

We then fixb51, a56, r 50.7 and follow Ref.@7# using

A^k'
2 ~z!&50.61z0.27~12z!0.2 GeV/c, ~24!

as given by fitting the pionk' distribution inside jets at
CERN e1e2 collider LEP energies.

We adopt for the unpolarized,k'-integrated,L FF, the
SU(3) symmetric parametrizations of Ref.@35# @Boros, Lon-
dergan, and Thomas~BLT!#. Other interesting sets ofSU(3)
symmetric fragmentation functions were obtained in R
@36#. However, these sets do not separate betweenL andL̄
and we cannot use them here, where we compute separ

PT
L and PT

L̄ ; this was not a problem in Ref.@3# as, in the
kinematical regions considered there forpp→L↑X, it turned

out thatPT
L.PT

L1L̄ . We have checked that, at least for HER

MES and NOMAD kinematics~for which dsL@dsL̄), the
L1L̄ fragmentation functions of Ref.@36# give here results
close to those obtained with the symmetric BLT set.

SU(3) breaking unpolarized FF are also available in t
literature@37#; however, we do not aim here at discrimina
ing among different FF, and we do not consider all possi
cases. Such an analysis can only be attempted when m
more experimental information will be available; at th
stage the full analytical formalism discussed here can
used to learn about quark fragmentation processes intoL ’s.

We look at qualitative differences of the results by co
sidering for the polarizing FF two different models~keeping
the BLT set of unpolarized FF!: ~1! a scenario with almos
the same weight for up and strange quarks, withNu5Nd5
20.8 and Ns51; ~2! a scenario similar to the model o
Burkardt and Jaffe@34# for the longitudinally polarized FF
DDL/q , with Nu5Nd520.3 andNs51.

We have adopted the Martin-Roberts-Stirling-Thor
1999 ~MRST99! @38# parametrization for the unpolarize
proton distribution functions. We consider kinematical co

1This feature is similar to what is expected for the longitudina
polarized FF,DDL/q(z), in the well-known Burkardt-Jaffe mode
@34#.
4-7
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figurations typical of running experiments~HERMES at
DESY, NOMAD at CERN, E655 at SLAC! that are presently
measuring transverseL polarization or plan to do it in the
near future. The main kinematical cuts considered are~1!
HERMES: 0.023,x,0.4, y,0.85, 1,Q2,10 (GeV/c)2,
EL.4.5 GeV, ~2! NOMAD: ^x&50.22, ^y&50.48, ^Q2&
59 (GeV/c)2, and ~3! E665: 1023,x,1021, 0.1,y
,0.8, 1.0,Q2,2.5 (GeV/c)2, EL.4 GeV.

Since theQ2 evolution of the polarizing FF is not unde
control at present, and the HERMES and NOMAD expe
ments involve a relatively limited range ofQ2 values, in our
numerical calculations we have adopted a fixed scale,Q2

52 (GeV/c)2. The unpolarized FF of Ref.@35# are given at
a very lowQ2 value, and no evolution program is availab
at present from the authors; we have then performed
proper evolution to the adopted scale by using the evolu
codes of Miyama and Kumano@39#.

Our results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 2 showsPT
L

as a function ofzh , after pT average, for all processes co
sidered in Secs. IV A–IV D and for kinematical configur
tions typical of the corresponding relevant experiments~as
indicated in the legends!; the two plots~left and right! cor-
respond, respectively, to scenarios 1 and 2 of the polariz
FF.

The polarization is in general large in magnitude a

FIG. 2. TransverseL polarization,PT
L , vs zh and averaged ove

pT , for several SIDIS production processes, with scenario 1~on the
left! and scenario 2~on the right! for the polarizing FF~see the text
for more details!.

FIG. 3. TransverseL̄ polarization,PT
L̄ , vs zh and averaged ove

pT , for several SIDIS production processes, with scenario 1~on the
left! and scenario 2~on the right! for the polarizing FF~see the text
for more details!.
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negative: contributions fromDNDL↑/s are always suppressed
either by thes quark distribution@via factors like s/(K u
1d)] or by the standard model factorR, see Eqs.~18!–~23!.
Thus, the strange quark contribution is suppressed, un
one uses aSU(3) asymmetric FF set for whichuDNDL↑/su
@uDNDL↑/u,du. This is reflected by the fact that in Fig. 2 a
processes have similar polarizations, approximately given
the pT-averaged ratioDNDL↑/u /D̂L/u . The polarization is
smaller in the right plot ~scenario 2! simply because
uDNDL↑/uu is smaller.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding results for the case
L̄ SIDIS production; here the effect of cancellations betwe
up ~down! and strange contributions is more significant: n
tice, for instance, howPT(np→nL̄↑X) is suppressed com
pared to the analogous process forL.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Single spin effects, which appear to be suppressed in le
ing twist collinear applications of PQCD factorization the
rems, may instead reveal new interesting aspects of non
turbative QCD. In Ref.@3# and in the present paper we hav
considered the long-standing problem of the transverse
larization of hyperons produced fromunpolarized initial
nucleons. Our approach is based on the use of a QCD
torization scheme, generalized to include intrinsick' in the
fragmentation process: this allows us to introduce new s
dependences in the fragmentation functions of unpolari
quarks, which may cause the observed polarization of
produced hyperons.

These new functions, the polarizing FF, are supposed
describe universal features of the hadronization proc
which is factorized in a similar way as the usu
k'-integrated fragmentation functions. If correct, this id
should allow for a consistent phenomenological descript
of hyperon polarization in different processes: once the
larizing FF are extracted from some sets of data, their us
other processes should yield genuine predictions. W
present experimental knowledge this does not appear to
feasible, unfortunately.

In Ref. @3# we have parametrized in a simple way the ne
functions and, by fitting all data onpp→L↑X and pBe
→L↑X with pT.1 GeV/c, we have obtained explicit ex
pressions for the polarizing FF; however, as the study of
unpolarized cross section reveals, these data seem not
in the appropriate kinematical region yet, so that the
tracted polarizing FF cannot be safely used to give true p
dictions. Data which unambiguously originate from kin
matical regions where PQCD and factorization theorems
be applied, with a clear signature of current quark fragm
tation, are still awaited. Therefore, the previously obtain
expressions have been utilized here only in order to const
different scenarios for the polarizing FF and, hence, for
transverseL polarization in SIDIS processes,lp→ l 8L↑X. In
this respect our present results should not be interprete
predictions. But our results do display some interest
qualitative features that seem to be generic and are w
testing, for instance theL̄ polarization is in most cases com
4-8
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TRANSVERSEL POLARIZATION IN SEMI-INCLUSIVE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 114014
parable in size to theL polarization.
We would like to stress once more that our approach

describing a different kinematical region compared to
models based on target fragmentation, which aim at expl
ing L polarization produced in lowpT data inp-p collisions
and atxF,0 data in semi-inclusive DIS. In contrast, o
present investigation applies to the production ofL ’s in
semi-inclusive DIS forxF.0. Relevant data are expected
be available soon and a comparison with our analytical
sults will then be very useful in determining the polarizin
FF.
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APPENDIX

We present here the full analytical expressions for
transverse polarization,PT , of L andL̄ hyperons produced
in semi-inclusive DIS, at leading order in the coupling co
stants and in a 1/Q expansion; we neglect, for (l 6,l 6) pro-
cesses, electroweak interference effects. Our kinema
configuration is defined in the virtual boson-target prot
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c.m. reference frame, explained in detail in the text~see Fig.
1!. The polarization is a function of the usual DIS variabl
x5Q2/2p•q, y5p•q/p• l , andzh5p•ph /p•q, wherel, p, q,
and ph are the 4-momenta of the initial lepton, the proto
the virtual boson, and the observed hadron, respectivel
depends also onpT ([k' in our configuration!, through the
FF. For simplicity, all these dependences are not indicate
the following equations. Similarly, theQ2 evolution is also
implicit. We use the notationq5u,d,s for the partonic dis-
tributions and in all cases we refer toL fragmentation func-
tions, since (DN)D L̄/q,q̄[(DN)DL/q̄,q . The factors (12y)2

result from the elementary partonic cross sections involv
leptons and quarks~or antiquarks! with opposite helicities. In
all expressions we always put first terms which contain
dominant fragmentation functions.R andC are typical stan-
dard model factors,R5tan2uC.0.056, andC5sin2uW/3
.0.077.

An inspection of the full set of equations shows that the
are simple ways of relating the various processes: the po
izations forL and L̄ involving the same leptons are simp
connected by exchanging (DN)DL/q with (DN)DL/q̄ ; both
for L and L̄, the polarizations involving, respectively
(n,l 2), (n,n), (l 2,n), and (n̄,l 1), (n̄,n̄), (l 1,n̄) processes
are related by exchangingq with q̄ and (DN)DL/q with
(DN)DL/q̄ ; both for L and L̄, the polarizations involving
‘‘crossed’’ processes like (n,l 2) and (l 1,n̄) are connected
by exchanging the position of the (12y)2 factors in the
terms involving quark and antiquark distributions. This c
be easily understood since one process and its ‘‘crossed’’
both correspond to the exchange of the sameW boson, but
with a negative and positive helicity lepton, respectively.
1. L polarization

~a! np→ l 2L↑X

PT5
~d1Rs!DNDL↑/u1~12y!2ū~DNDL↑/d̄1RDNDL↑/ s̄!

~d1Rs!D̂L/u1~12y!2ū~D̂L/d̄1RD̂L/ s̄!
. ~A1!

~b! n̄p→ l 1L↑X

PT5
~12y!2u~DNDL↑/d1RDNDL↑/s!1~ d̄1Rs̄!DNDL↑/ū

~12y!2u~D̂L/d1RD̂L/s!1~ d̄1Rs̄!D̂L/ū

. ~A2!

~c! l 2p→nL↑X

PT5
u~DNDL↑/d1RDNDL↑/s!1~12y!2~ d̄1Rs̄!DNDL↑/ū

u~D̂L/d1RD̂L/s!1~12y!2~ d̄1Rs̄!D̂L/ū

. ~A3!

~d! l 1p→ n̄L↑X

PT5
~12y!2~d1Rs!DNDL↑/u1ū~DNDL↑/d̄1RDNDL↑/ s̄!

~12y!2~d1Rs!D̂L/u1ū~D̂L/d̄1RD̂L/ s̄!
. ~A4!
4-9
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~e! l 7p→ l 7L↑X

PT5
4uDNDL↑/u1dDNDL↑/d1sDNDL↑/s14ūDNDL↑/ū1d̄DNDL↑/d̄1 s̄ DNDL↑/ s̄

4uD̂L/u1dD̂L/d1sD̂L/s14ūD̂L/ū1d̄D̂L/d̄1 s̄D̂L/ s̄

. ~A5!

~f! np→nL↑X

Num~PT!5@~124C!21~12y!216C2#uDNDL↑/u1@~122C!21~12y!24C2#~dDNDL↑/d1sDNDL↑/s!

1@~12y!2~124C!2116C2#ūDNDL↑/ū1@~12y!2~122C!214C2#~ d̄DNDL↑/d̄1 s̄DNDL↑/ s̄!,

Den~PT!:DNDL↑/q→D̂L/q . ~A6!

~g! n̄p→ n̄L↑X

Num~PT!5@~12y!2~124C!2116C2#uDNDL↑/u1@~12y!2~122C!214C2#~dDNDL↑/d1sDNDL↑/s!1@~124C!2

1~12y!216C2#ūDNDL↑/ū1@~122C!21~12y!24C2#~ d̄DNDL↑/d̄1 s̄DNDL↑/ s̄!,

Den~PT!:DNDL↑/q→D̂L/q . ~A7!

Notice that often one can safely neglect terms involving sea~or nonleading! quark contributions both in the partonic distr
butions and fragmentation functions, which in some cases leads to very simple expressions for the polarizatio
examples are presented and discussed in Sec. IV. However, in the cases involvingn̄ ’s, because of the terms (12y)2, these
approximate expressions should be taken with some care in the regiony.1. Further simplifications result when assumin
isospin invariance, (DN)DL/u[(DN)DL/d .

2. L̄ polarization

~a! np→ l 2L̄↑X

PT5
~12y!2ū~DNDL↑/d1RDNDL↑/s!1~d1Rs!DNDL↑/ū

~12y!2ū~D̂L/d1D̂L/s!1~d1Rs!D̂L/ū

. ~A8!

~b! n̄p→ l 1L̄↑X

PT5
~ d̄1Rs̄!DNDL↑/u1~12y!2u~DNDL↑/d̄1RDNDL↑/ s̄!

~ d̄1Rs̄!D̂L/u1~12y!2u~D̂L/d̄1RD̂L/ s̄!
. ~A9!

~c! l 2p→nL̄↑X

PT5
~12y!2~ d̄1Rs̄!DNDL↑/u1u~DNDL↑/d̄1RDNDL↑/ s̄!

~12y!2~ d̄1Rs̄!D̂L/u1u~D̂L/d̄1RD̂L/ s̄!
. ~A10!

~d! l 1p→ n̄L̄↑X

PT5
ū~DNDL↑/d1RDNDL↑/s!1~12y!2~d1Rs!DNDL↑/ū

ū~D̂L/d1RD̂L/s!1~12y!2~d1Rs!D̂L/ū

. ~A11!

~e! l 7p→ l 7L̄↑X

PT5
4ūDNDL↑/u1d̄DNDL↑/d1 s̄DNDL↑/s14uDNDL↑/ū1dDNDL↑/d̄1sDNDL↑/ s̄

4ūD̂L/u1d̄D̂L/d1 s̄D̂L/s14uD̂L/ū1dD̂L/d̄1sD̂L/ s̄

. ~A12!
114014-10
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~f! np→nL̄↑X

Num~PT!5@~12y!2~124C!2116C2#ūDNDL↑/u1@~12y!2~122C!214C2#~ d̄DNDL↑/d1 s̄DNDL↑/s!

1@~124C!21~12y!216C2#uDNDL↑/ū1@~122C!21~12y!24C2#~dDNDL↑/d̄1sDNDL↑/ s̄!,

Den~PT!:DNDL↑/q→D̂L/q . ~A13!

~g! n̄p→ n̄L̄↑X

Num~PT!5@~124C!21~12y!216C2#ūDNDL↑/u1@~122C!21~12y!24C2#~ d̄DNDL↑/d1 s̄DNDL↑/s!

1@~12y!2~124C!2116C2#uDNDL↑/ū1@~12y!2~122C!214C2#~dDNDL↑/d̄1sDNDL↑/ s̄!,

Den~PT!:DNDL↑/q→D̂L/q . ~A14!

Notice that contrary to the case ofL particle production, here the leading and nonleading quark contributions are m
between partonic distributions and fragmentation functions, with terms of the typeq (DN)DL/q̄ andq̄ (DN)DL/q . Which terms
are dominating depends on the kinematic range considered (x and zh values!. Moreover, the (12y)2 factors can also be
relevant, for largey values. Therefore, it is not easy to find approximate expressions forPT ; in any case, their range of validit
is limited to particular kinematical configurations and has to be considered with care.
.

se

.

d

0;

t.

.
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